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the extreme, smooth and realistic physics engine
will ensure that you will feel in the car and enjoy

racing. dodge the other drivers, sprint around
corners, wall ride, jump ramps, switch between

lanes, drift, gain control of the car and unleash the
sports car of your dreams. trackmania canyon will

let you experience the fun and adrenaline of racing
stunning cars on sensational tracks in a major

enhanced sequel to nadeo studios online racing
phenomenon trackmania, already enjoyed by

millions of players. this sequel will be much more
than a simple sequel. trackmania canyon will be

available at the end of 2011 with a brand new game
engine, a massive number of fully realized tracks,

new cars, and a complete redesign of all the tracks.
trackmania canyon will let you experience the fun

and adrenaline of racing stunning cars on
sensational tracks in a major enhanced sequel to

nadeo studios online racing phenomenon
trackmania, already enjoyed by millions of players.
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the combination of the trackmania 2 engine with the
already-existing trackmania 2 canyon tracks will
lead to an epic experience of an unprecedented

scale. trackmania canyon will let you experience the
fun and adrenaline of racing stunning cars on

sensational tracks in a major enhanced sequel to
nadeo studios online racing phenomenon

trackmania, already enjoyed by millions of players.
trackmania 2 canyon will let you experience the fun

and adrenaline of racing stunning cars on
sensational tracks in a major enhanced sequel to

nadeo studios online racing phenomenon
trackmania, already enjoyed by millions of players.

will you get your own personal racing car?
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